Three-dimensional quantitative structure-farnesyltransferase inhibition analysis for some diaminobenzophenones.
A 3D-QSAR investigation of 95 diaminobenzophenone yeast farnesyltransferase (FT) inhibitors selected from the work of Schlitzer et al. showed that steric, electrostatic, and hydrophobic properties play key roles in the bioactivity of the series. A CoMFA/CoMSIA combined model using the steric and electrostatic fields of CoMFA together with the hydrophobic field of CoMSIA showed significant improvement in prediction compared with the CoMFA steric and electrostatic fields model. The similarity of the 3D-QSAR field maps for yeast FT inhibition activity (from this work) and for antimalarial activity data (from previous work) and the correlation between those activities are discussed.